A power shutdown has been arranged on January 16, 2018 on account of maintenance work at 11 KV Pundalik Nagar feeder between 9.00 a.m. to 2.00 p.m, 200 KVA Karimabad Transformer at Campal between 10.30 a.m. to 2.30 p.m. and 33 KV Western India feeder and 11 KV Harbour feeder between 8.30 a.m. to 4.00 p.m. The areas affected are Forest garden, Sanjay school, Chopdekar school, Maharashtra bank, Journalist Colony and surrounding areas, Karimabad Housing Society and surrounding area near Campal Sub Station, Sada Market, Fire Brigade, Port of Headland Sada, MPT guest house, Housing Board colony, Zuarinagar, Sindolim, Sancoale Village Panchayat Church Street and Nauta.